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ABSTRACT 
In this paper we use Bailey’s formula to obtain some formulae connecting double 
series and single series. With the help of one of the results, we obtain an interesting 
formula : 1 4x 4Y 
F 
1+,.x-p; :a, t+ta; tnl3+ta;~~ (lfy)Z 
1+a; 1+a-p; 1+&--B; 1 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Professor Bailey [2, p. 245 (III. 20)] has proved the formula 
(1) 4F3 [ -n, j3+n, *LX, *+tfi; 1 1 (B-&)?a @, &3-t+, 1 a; =(B)n. 
The object of this paper is to demonstrate the application of this formula 
to obtain some new results. 
The following notation due to Burchnall and Chaundy [l] will be used 
to represent the hypergeometric series of higher order and of two variables. 
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where (or) and [(u~)]~+~ will mean the sequence al, . . . . up and the product 
(m)m+n *** wm+n. 
In the investigation we require the formula due to Dougall [2, p. 244 
(III. 12)] 
i 
5F4 C 
4l+b,B,r,8; 1 
(3) 
h l+ar--p, l+a--y, l+a-6; 1 
W+~-B) w+ol-y) T(l+a-6) r(l+ol-/l--y-?j) 
= W+~)~(l+ol-y-6)r(l+or-j3-6)r(l+C+j3-r)’ 
2. The first formula to be proved is 
F 1+&-B; -n, a+Bl+n, *a, *+QLY; -m, a+p2+m, 401, *a+&;l, 1 
~+~~~+~--B,~~~+Bl~,B~~+B1+~);~+OC-~,~(OC+~28,~(OL+~2+1); 
(4) 
1 
~twnV2h 
= (pl+a)?a (p2++)m 5F4 C 
--m, -n, a, S48; 1 
l+or-p, l-pi-n, 1-j92--m, I+&; 1 ’ 
valid for all values of OL, /?, /A and 82, since the double series and the single 
series terminate, except when the series are not defined. 
PROOF: To prove (4) we start with the left side of (4) 
x 5F4 [I 6 1+&%8, -p, -q; 1 *cw, l+a-/3,1+&+~, 1+a+q; 1 by t3) 
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[ 
--m+r, oc+f92+m+r, &%+r, B+Qa+r; 1 
x 4F3 1 (Bdn h%m ++&32+r, ij+~Lyt-&Y2-k-t., 1+=-k%; = (Pi + M)n (P2 + Corn ' 
x 5F4 
-m, -n, cc, fp, 0; 1 I-t-CU-@, I-/h-n1--82-m, li-ior; 1 by (1). 
This completes the proof of (4) under the condition stated therein, 
Multiply both sides of (4) by 
xn ym (rB1 + ah 6% + a)m 
n! ml 
and summing from n = 0 to 00 and m= 0 to 00, we obtain after a little 
simplification 
(5) 
4x 4y’ 
(z’(~+y)2 1 
t&a; . 1 
If we put ,$ = 1 + &LX in (5), we obtain 
&d+~ac,)+~cr; 1+c4, 
4Y 
‘A9 (1+y)2 
- = 1 
(6) 
Y 
1 
-a 
-l+y ’ 
which is due to Sharma [3]. 
In case we put x=1, y= I, ,!3 = -n and using the formula due to Dixon 
[2, p. 243 (III. 9)] 
3p2 
a, 6, -n; 1 1 (l-i-ah (1 ++a-bh l+a-b, l+a+n; = (1 +$a), (1 +a-& 
in (5), we obtain 
(7) 
F 
C 
l+cx+n; gx, &+*a; g,, $++a; 1,l 1 (4)-“n! (1+& 1-t~~; 1+01+n; l+a+n; = (1+&$a(1+8or)n’ 
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3. The second formula to be proved is 
(8) 1 1 F &+$a; -n,ol+/%+n,@  -m, a+j32+m, &a; 1, 1 l+(x;~(llc+~1),~(l+~+~l);~(~+B2),g(l+~+B2)~ = (Bdn (P&n C -n, -m,a,&;l = (/G+~)n(~2+~)m 1 -&n, 1 -p2-m, I +&a; 4F3 1 ' 
valid for all values of 01, ,& and /?2, since the double series and single series 
terminate, except when the series are not defined. 
PROOF: (8) can be proved in the same way as (4) by using the formula 
due to Dougall [2, p. 245 (III. 26)] 
(9) 4F3 
U,l+&u, -m, -n;l 1 (l+a)n(l+a)m(S+~U)m+, &%l+u+m,l+a+n; = (Q+&)n (B+&)m (1 +a)m+n 
instead of (3). 
We multiply both sides of (8) by 
2n ym (81+ a)n 632 + ah 
m! n! 
and summing from n= 0 to co and m= 0 to 00, we get a formula for 
Appell function FI 
Fl ~+~cxY;&x,~DL; l+cr;- 4Y 
(lY&’ (1+y)2 - 1 = (10) =(l+x+y+xy)” zJ'&,&x;l+&;~y). 
In case z=y in (10) and using the formula [2, p. 219 (8.3.1.1)] 
(11) Fl(cc;B,y;6;2,x)=nFl(a,B+y; 6; 4, 
we get 
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4. The third formula to be proved is 
F [ 
, -n, a+/A+n, $01, &+$a; -m,a+/b+m, $4 &+$a; 
L; &(oc+/h), &(a+/%+ 1); &.(a+/%), +(a+/%+ 1); 
1,l 
(13) 
1 
bwn VMm 
= (/%+a), (/%-t~)m 4F3 [ 
-n, -m, 01, i&x; -1 
l-&--n, 1-/32-m, l+&~; 1 ’ 
valid for all values of OL, /li and /la, since the double series and the single 
series terminate, except when the series are not defined. 
PROOF : (13) can be proved in the same way as (4) by using the formula, 
due to [2, p. 244 (III. ll)] 
(14) 
4F3 II 
(4 1+&J, -m, -n; - 1 
+, l+a+m, l+a+n; 1 = (1+4m (1+&a (lf~)m+n ' 
instead of (3). 
We multiply both sides of (13) by 
Xn ym (Bl + ah (82 + 4ftz 
n! m! 
and summing from n= 0 to 00 and m = 0 to 00, we get a formula for 
Appell function FS 
F3 
4x 4Y 
&LX, &XI; &+$a, $+&LX; Ifa;-, - 
(15) (1+x)2 (l+y)2 1 
=(l+x+y+q)” 2F1(or, &x; 1+&x; -xy). 
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